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GAMES
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By JIM GELLATLY

their fanbase and keep on
track with what they’re doing,
it will be impossible for the
London music industry to
ignore them.
I’ve known of a lot of great
acts from West Lothian like
Dead Sea Souls, Coholic and
The Fire.
The location means it’s
always going to be in the
shadow of Edinburgh and
Glasgow, but Colin is optimistic. He said: “I think there’s a
scene starting to begin.
“We’ve played some local
gigs with a band called IdKid.
They’ve really got a unique
sound, very good.
“The Changes are supporting us at our single launch.
They are also from West
Lothian.
“There are a lot of good
bands kicking about. It’s difficult for them to get people to
travel to Edinburgh or Glasgow for shows though.
“In turn, this can make it
hard for them to get gigs in
these places as it’s difficult
for some bands to take a
crowd.”
A band like The Phantoms
certainly have the potential to
put West Lothian on the map.
They launch their single Revolution tomorrow night at
Sneaky Pete’s in Edinburgh.
It’ll be available to download
for free from Monday.
MORE:
facebook.com/
TMATW
Q Jim will be playing The
Phantoms on In:Demand
Uncut this Sunday from 7pm
on Clyde 1, Forth One,
Northsound 1, Radio Borders, Tay FM & West FM.
indemandscotland.co.uk

Listen to the band at:
thescottishsun.co.uk

NOT every game that gets RAMBO
PS3, Xbox
released is a blockbuster.
Sometimes, those that go under
the radar can prove to be surprise hits.
But Rambo should be thought
of less as “hidden gem” and
more as “best hidden”.
All gameplay disappoints and
short-changes — from lacklustre
firefights that feel slow and
repetitive to uninspired quicktime events that serve no
purpose. At no point does the
game break out and become anything remotely similar to fun.
From the moment I started
playing, it was clear the game

360 and PC, £28.99
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was going to have some issues.
The first cut-scene was skipping
frames and things did not
improve much, graphically or
otherwise.
Textures and character models
were bland and uninspired.
Even
Stallone’s
character
looked deformed and disfigured.
It’s as if the artists had
modelled the character on Sly’s
mum Jackie rather than Sylvester
himself.
The most jarring part of the
whole experience is the sounds
in the game — as if they were

THIS is your chance to play the Wolf
Of Wall Street on your iPhone.
But all Leonardo DiCaprio-style
decadence will have to be funded
yourself. Sorry.
It’s a fantasy stock exchange
based on the Twitter popularity of
brands, celebs and people.
You “invest” in Twitter accounts of
rising stars – and cash out once they
have gone viral and found fame.
But try to pull out before they have
a meltdown or commit a social faux
pas. It’s not as geeky as it sounds,
honest.
This is a lot of fun and a great
time-killer, as the markets are open
24 hours a day.
Although there is no actual money
at stake, discovering the next big
thing is an addictive buzz – as is
making more in-game cash to splash

recorded
on
a
tape
deck
underwater.
While the attempts for authenticity were made by pulling
voices directly from the source
material, it feels that much of
this game is held together by
sticky tape and glue.
When I was sent the game, I
was urged to play on PS3 to utilise the Move controller — something I had forgotten existed.
And, yes, it does change the
style to a classic arcade game
such as Time Crisis.
But what is this, the 1990s?
On Twitter, some people — sane
gamers, too — have suggested
that Rambo could be something

TWIDAQ

3.5

IOS, free
elsewhere. In-app challenges and
badges add a more gamey feel, but
it’s the actual stock management
that is the triumph here.
I felt a bit like Jordan Belfort as I
snaffled barely known shares for next
to nothing before trading on for
generous profits.
That was until I realised I wasn’t
wearing a designer suit, riding in a
limo or canoodling with a beautiful
woman.
Instead, I was sat in my pants
surrounded by packets of crisps and
watching the new Katy Perry music
video.
TwiDAQ may not guarantee real
fame and fortune but it is nice to
simulate the process – like fantasy
football for social network gurus.
LEE PRICE

of a cult game. So bad it’s good.
I have agonised over this all
week and maybe I am missing
something — some element of
comedy or other redeeming
feature. But no. There is nothing
endearing to be found here.
A game such as Deadly Premonition fitted the “cult” tag
because it was cheesy and a
laugh.
Rambo is just a bad game.
I would prefer it if, when the
disc loaded up, it simply showed
a picture of my own face,
rotating slowly in the middle of
the screen.
That’s how bad this game is.

JAMIE NIGHTINGALE

PRICES
GO MICRO

SO, the first blow in the next-gen console race
went to PlayStation 4.
But Microsoft is not resting on its laurels – as of
today it is knocking £30 off the Xbox One, taking
it down to £399.
The cost is still £50 more than its rival.
For a limited time from March 14, the bundle
will include a download code for Titanfall – a
title many gamers have delayed buying a
next-gen machine for.
The package will also include a onemonth subscription to Xbox Live Gold
and retailers will be free to cut t h e
price even further if they
want.
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YOU play as a a tiny pixellated
chap with a sword, standing on
top of a stump battling endless
waves of enemies. Doesn’t
sound like much – but it’s
probably one of the most
addictive and playable games
you’ll pick up this year. Just
don’t fall off the edge of the
“pillar of sacrifice” as it’s called.

BECOME god of your own
world in this limitless
Minecraft-style app. Eden has
no goals or end and you never
run out of life. It’s really one for
those with creative
imaginations who love nothing
more than building stuff with
coloured blocks. The
possibilities are endless.

SEQUEL to the popular puzzler
where you find yourself in front
of all sorts of doors – be it lifts,
houses, offices or whatever –
and you have to use the things
in shot or by moving, tilting
and shaking your device to get
yourself out of there. And if you
can’t, you can find the keys to
all the doors online.

THIS must be the first driving
game I’ve ever played where
you earn bonus points for
whiplash. This is silly driving fun
where you can get behind the
wheels of all sorts of vehicles,
from lorries to tanks, as you
battle to reach set altitudes to
progress upwards – until you
are driving high on the moon.

THIS popular app has just had
a load of useful updates which
make it well worth a download
now if you haven’t got it
already. New to the app are
shooting grids, custom filters
and Photoshop-style editing
tools to apply to your photos as
you go. Another great freebie
photo app.

Free, all platforms

69p for iOS

Free on Android

Free, all platforms

Free, all platforms
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By CHRIS
SWEENEY

THE PHANTOMS

WHO:
Colin
Simpson
(vocals/guitar), Colin McKillop (guitar), Peter Stewart
(bass/vocals), Brad Young
(drums)
WHERE: Broxburn, West
Lothian
FOR FANS OF: Oasis, Kasabian, Arctic Monkey
JIM SAYS: I first caught The
Phantoms at The Liquid
Room in Edinburgh last year
for Haddow Fest.
Playing alongside We Were
Promised Jetpacks, I was
really impressed.
Psychedelic indie rock, it’s
perhaps what Oasis would
have sounded like if they’d listened to The Doors rather
than The Beatles.
With soaring atmospheric
Britpop anthems that recall
Kasabian and Kings Of Leon,
the young band made an
immediate impression.
Formed two years ago,
they released their debut EP
This Is How It Should Be last
November with a sold-out gig
at Edinburgh’s Cabaret Voltaire. New single Revolution
is another gem.
Colin said: “At first I wasn’t
sure of it because it does
sound different to what we
normally do. But it definitely
grew on me.”
It’s a sound with mass-market appeal, and I mean that in
a good way. In Scotland,
there’s a huge market for this
sort of music. If they build

SOUL babe Ella Eyre
used to be so skint
she’d spend her summer holidays watching music festivals on
TV and dreaming.
But now it’s a reality, after
landing a slot at T in the
Park 2014.

It’s yet another highlight after
her stunning win at the Brits
for Best Single last week.
Ella, 19, raved: “All festivals
are fun but T in the Park is one
I’ve grown up watching.
“I’ve never been but I’m looking forward to coming up and
spending it with the other
85,000 people there.
“It was one of those things —
when I had a flightless holiday,
when my mum couldn’t afford
to go away. I’d spend the summer trying to go to these festivals or watch them on TV.
“And T in the Park is one I
used to watch all the time. I
can’t wait to be part of it.”
Even before that good news,
Ella was walking on air after
getting her gong for her collaboration with Rudimental — their
song Waiting All Night.
Speaking from Los Angeles,
where she’s recording, Ella
beamed: “It’s been amazing and
going to LA afterwards has
added to the glamour of it all. It
still hasn’t sunk it.
“It’s one thing to go to the

1. Lightning Returns: Final Fantasy XIII
Limited Edition
2. The LEGO Movie Videogame: Wild
West Pack
3. Tomb Raider: Definitive Edition With
Limited Edition Artbook
4. Grand Theft Auto V

Brits as a new artist. It’s
another to win and then to perform the song that you’ve just
won a Brit for is mind-blowing.
“My manager has a video of
me, as they had an inkling.
“He filmed from under the
table and you see my utter disbelief. When they announced it,
my face just drops.
“It’s one of those moments I
never want to forget.”
Ella has also worked with
Naughty Boy, Tinie Tempah and
Wiz Khalifa. She said: “None of
it is set up deliberately. It’s all
just get in the studio and see
what happens.
“I spent seven months on tour
with the Rudimental boys. I’ve
watched them grow and I apply
it to my own developing stages.
“Ultimately my music is soul
with influences of hip-hop and
some dance.
“The best part of music these
days is you don’t have to stick
to one genre.”
Ella’s solo album is slated for
a September release. But she’ll
have singles out before then.
And she’ll give fans a sneak
peek at it all on her UK tour —
which hits King Tut’s in Glasgow on March 16.
Ella was tipped by every big
critic last year.
The London girl said: “I’ve
been very fortunate with the collaborations I’ve done, friends
I’ve made and lessons I’ve
learned. This year will be very
telling to see how successful
what I’ve learned will be.”
Q Get tour info and a free download at
ellaeyre.tumblr.com

5. Toukiden
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7. Killzone Shadow Fall
8. Fable: Anniversary
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CALVIN Harris, Paolo Nutini
and Biffy Clyro are the
Scots getting all the attention on the T 2014 bill.
But keep an eye
out for The Twilight
Sad, a band with
a fair bit of style
and well-structured
songs.
Get revved up
for their Balado
set by downloading — for free
— their show with
The Royal National Scottish
Orchestra at Paisley Abbey.
See thetwilightsad.com
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ATTENTION any unsigned
singer, rapper, band or
group. T Break is back at T
in the Park — and I’m one
of the judges. Just look
at Biffy Clyro. They
were on it in 1999
and are now topping the bill.
We’re not taking submissions
yet, but get
ready. Pick your
best songs to send
in, the ones that
show what you are all
about. Remember, it could
be the start of something
big. Good luck. Keep an
eye on tennents.com/tbreak
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